Holiday Traffic Shuffle
Indy Region SCCA
December 1, 2018

Overview
The goal is to travel from the start point to several different random locations and purchase items for
the Holiday Banquet while stopping to enjoy the Christmas scenery and safely returning close to the
time that Google said it should have taken.
Menu items
Each team is looking for items for the Holiday Banquet. The more items you find the more bonus
minutes you can purchase. The table below shows the maximum number of items per type you can
present at the end. All items must be presented with a receipt that is dated December 1, 2018 and is
from one of the random location cities that you drew at the start point.
Soup

1 item

Salad

1 item

Main Course

1 item

Side Dishes

2 items

Dessert

1 item

Food Items
All food items must be non-perishable because they will all be donated to a local food bank. The main
Course item must have either Beef, Turkey or Ham as an ingredient. The Salad item must have at least
three different vegetables as ingredients. The Dessert item must have a Fruit ingredient. The Soup item
must have the word “Soup” or “Chili” in the name.

Random Locations
At the start point each team will draw 6 cards from a deck. The cards will determine the cities where
the team should do their shopping. Each Random Location may only be used for one item. Multiple
cards that indicate the same city may be used for multiple items.

Example: If you drew two cards that specified Jeffersonville you could purchase a side dish item and a
main course item at the same grocery store.
Example: If the random location is “Southport” a store with an address of Southport Indiana (on the
receipt) or located on Southport Rd. would satisfy this requirement.

Teamwork
Teams must stay together. Any teams that are observed traveling independently will immediately be
disqualified.

Bonus time
Minutes
subtracted
4
6
9
1
2
5
10
5
3
10
3
25

Event
Returning with a qualifying Soup item
Returning with a qualifying Salad item
Returning with a qualifying Main Course item
Returning with a qualifying Side item or any non-qualifying item (example: perishable)
Returning with a qualifying Dessert item
A picture of the team and Holiday decorations. Maximum of three different locations.
A picture of the team and Santa. 1 picture maximum
A picture of elves
A picture of the team in front of a fire engine or firehouse (no points if your car is on fire)
A picture of the team in front of the Town sign for the 3 rd town they drew
Each qualifying menu item returned
A winter (with snow) picture of the team and car

Teams are allowed to decide how many or how few bonuses they wish to apply to their in time.
Bonuses must be allocated before time sheets are turned in. Once a time sheet is submitted it is final
and no further bonuses can be added or subtracted.

Scoring
When you finish shopping, come and join us at the end point for some holiday fellowship. Present your
time sheet for time stamp whenever you are ready. We will determine how much bonus time you have
earned. The team has the decision of how much or how little bonus time they wish to use. The team
will mark on their time sheet how much Bonus time they want deducted from their travel time. Then
they will submit their time sheet for final scoring. Teams will receive a card informing them of the
official Google time after their time slip is submitted.
Winning Team will be the team that arrives closest to google time after chosen bonuses are subtracted
from arrival time. Google time is the time required by google to travel your route in the order your

cards were drawn. If google time is greater than 3 hours, time will be subtracted in hour increments
until it is under 3 hours.
Example: If google time is 4 hour 25 minutes it will be adjusted to be 2 hours 25 minutes

Tie Breaker
First Tie Breaker is awarded to the car that has accumulated the most Bonus Time.

Second Tie breaker is awarded to the team that has the longest Google distance between random
locations.

Third tie break will be any car with elves in it.

The Rally will end at:
Jockamo Upper Crust Pizza
401 Market Plaza
Greenwood, IN 46142
317-883-8993

Random Locations:
Shuffle a deck of cards and draw one card. Consult the chart below to determine the Random Location.
Shuffle remaining cars and draw another card. Continue until six cards have been drawn.

Ace - 5
6 – 10
Face Card

Spades
Greenwood
Brooklyn
Morgantown

Rallymaster
Craig Beidelman
317-833-8715

Clubs
Mooresville
Bargersville
Southport

Hearts
Trafalgar
Whiteland
Franklin

Diamonds
Nineveh
Indianapolis
Martinsville

